PAOLO GASTALDI JOINS ALTEK GROUP

ALTEK are pleased to announce the addition of Paolo Gastaldi, a senior industry professional to its team to support the company’s commercialisation of its recent new innovation, ALUSALT™.

Paolo, formerly Plant Manager at INTALS S.p.A, Italy, a well respected specialist in aluminium recycling technology, has over 25 years of operational experience in aluminium recycling plants including the operation of a large salt slag recycling facility. His experience will further strengthen the ALTEK team as it starts to commercialise its ALUSALT™ technology throughout the global aluminium market.

ALUSALT™ is an innovative new process that enables the local treatment of salt slag, a by-product of aluminium re-cycling, which will provide many financial efficiency benefits to the aluminium recyclers and also save the huge transportation, environmental and CO2, impact of shipping many hundreds of thousands of tonnes of this material all over Europe to the small number of specialist recycling facilities.

Notes to Editors

ALTEK are a supplier of world leading technologies and equipment to the Aluminium industry. With offices in UK and US it serves a customer base of over 500 aluminium companies around the world. It is currently expanding its UK operation in Chesterfield, Derbyshire which is based on a two acre site.

ALTEK has over 75 employees globally and has a reputation for innovation and the introduction of new technologies to the aluminium industry.

ALUSALT™ was developed with the support of the EU Horizon 2020 Research and Development Programme.
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